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[Re] Building Local Communities: Fedora México

We have focused only on the negatives, and not enough on incredibles stories of the human spirit and of rebirth and rebuilding. That's equally important as the tragedy.

-- Steve Perry (Journey)
How do we do it?
2018

What about us?
2019

Step 1: Telegram Group

- Strong group
  - t.me/fedoramexico
- Invite the local experts
- Organizing a meeting
- Respect
2019

Step 2: Meetup Group

- Fedora México
  - meetup.com/es/Fedora-Mexico
  - fedoramx.fedorapeople.org
- 47 registered attendees
- We agreed:
  - Monthly meeting
  - Consensus for presentations

First meetup at Red Hat Mexico Office
Feb 21 2019
Find the best speakers and topics of general interest
Step 3: Participation in community events

- Generate own events
  - Release Party
  - Fedora Women’s Day
- Participate in community events
  - CCOSS (Open Source Contributor Summit)
  - FLISOL (Latin American Free Software Installation Festival)
Step 3: Participation in community events

F30 Release Party at Red Hat Mexico Office
May 23 2019
Step 3: Participation in community events

Fedora contributor workshop

Alejandro Callejas
Senior Tech Support Engineer, Red Hat

Efrén Robledo
instructor y promotor de Fedora, ElefFedora

Iván Chavero
Curriculum Developer, Red Hat

Open Source Contributor Summit at GDL
Sept 14-15 2019
Step 3: Participation in community events

Fedora Women's Day at UNAM
Oct 10 2019
Insist and don't give up ...
... we still have a lot to do
So how can we do it better?
Building intercommunity bridges

As a community, We are immersed in a more complex ecosystem, and We need to start to interact and contribute with other Projects like:

- PyLadies
- Rust Mexico
- Local Universities

*Széchenyi lánchíd Photo (Technique: bad quality camera over a crazy taxi)*
Improve packaging skills in our community

Packaging Workshop

We can take advantage of our packagers and make packaging workshops alongside the monthly meetings

Then...

Implement an adoption of packages program:

- (Co) Maintaining the packages between members of the community.
- We are looking for high impact packages.
Looking for “Help Wanted” activities and make it an event

QA Test Days

Translation sprints

Maybe We need an QA team partner for this.

Helps a lot and it’s easy and very funny making it a game like: translate from 95% of Spanish strings to 97%
We don’t know the right formula to convert a Fedora User to a Fedora Contributor, but We are researching it.
Thanks!
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